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WHICH ARCH PROGRAM IS FOR YOU?
AGE

7-8

9-10

ENRICHMENT PROGRAMS
THINK

SPEAK

DEBATE

----

----

----

Junior

----

Junior

Intermediate

Level 1

Intermediate

----

Level 2

Advanced

Level 1

11-12
Level 2

13-14

15-16

17-18

Level 3

READ

WRITE

Foundation Foundation

Cambridge IB English
Literature/English
Language
Bridging Program
(led by University of
Cambridge Professors)

ACADEMIC

ADMISSIONS

SIGNATURE

TUTORING

CONSULTATION

PROGRAMS

UK & US
Boarding School
Prep
9+ | 11+ | 13+
Ukiset | SSAT

16+ | SAT | ACT
(I)GCSE
(all subjects)

(Profile Building,
Interview Prep,
Ongoing Advice, etc.)

University Prep

(Aptitude Tests, Profile
Building, Personal
Statement,
Application
GCEAL | AP | IBDP
Strategy,
etc.)
Pre-U (all subjects)

19-20

#

UK & US
Boarding School
Guidance

Programs are offered through ARCH Community Outreach, the non-profit charitable arm of ARCH Education.

Postgraduate Prep
(Essays, Interviews,
GRE, GMAT, LSAT, etc.)

• HK Primary School
Debate Competition
• INSPIRE Summer
Program
• Hong Kong
Inter-School Mock
Trial Championship#

•
•
•
•

GAMC (Medicine)#
Oxbridge Insiders
Ivy League Day
Medic Prep Series
ARCH
Careers Advisory

ARCH CELEBRATES A DECADE OF SUCCESS!
8K +
Students Benefited from
our Enrichment Programs

1300+
Oxbridge | Ivy League |
Top 3 London | Top 30
US University Offers

600 +
Top 20 UK & US
Boarding School Offers

60K +
Hours of Academic Tutoring
with ARCH tutors

ARCH ENRICHMENT & ACADEMIC PROGRAM PATHway

PRE-COURSE
ASSESSMENT

2-YEAR
ENRICHMENT PLAN

ENRICHMENT &
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

PARENT-TEACHER
DAY

Students sit a
pre-course assessment to
identify which programs
best suit them.

ARCH provides a 2-year
plan to map out the path
for the student, tailored to
his/her aspirations.

ARCH provides
suggestions should we feel
complementary assistance
is necessary.

ARCH teachers provide
verbal and written feedback
to students and parents at
the end of term.

THINK
Skills
Highlights

Our flagship program Socrates aims to instill in students the key transferable skills and
intellectual tools necessary for effective lifelong learning. Mastering critical and lateral
thinking prepares students for the transition from local to international schools, the intense
research of IB, the in depth investigation of A Levels and current affairs analysis for DSE
Liberal Studies.

Observation

Inquiry

Analysis

Thought Structuring

Multi-level Thinking

Creativity

Research

Perspectives

Deconstructing Bias

Debate & Discussion

This year our summer edition will be led by ARCH founder, Jennifer Ma, and our Associate Director of Education Services,
Albert Ma, himself a national debater. We also welcome parent participation on the last day of the one week course!

Socrates Level 1 (ages 9-11)

Socrates Level 2 (ages 12-14)

Join our new series of Socrates for Junior Students as we explore the
relationships we have with famous companies both as individuals
and as a community. Discuss topics ranging from how our diets and
cravings are shaped by colors and symbols to how companies influence
the design of our homes and neighbourhoods. Develop your sense of
observation to question the surroundings we live in, as we discuss how
we make ourselves and our society better!

Living in times of unprecedented global events helps us understand
not only the important roles that the government plays but also the
perspectives we need to take when looking at abstract problems
that have real consequences on our daily lives. This summer series of
Socrates will look at the issues of class, cash and clashes around the
world, in search of a better understanding and solutions to both local
and global issues that are shaping our communities.

READ+WRITE
Junior, Intermediate and Advanced learners can take a combined
Reading AND Writing course. This will allow our faculty to assess each
student’s language arts skills and identify areas for improvement for the
coming school year. For initial skills development, Foundation learners
will be offered independent reading and writing courses.
Junior (ages 9-10)

“I’ve never been exposed to this method of reading before.
This course is fun and interesting to me and I have enjoyed
it. It has really helped me think of meaning and symbolisms
in texts and movies.”
- J.Y.

Vocabulary
Building

Intermediate (ages 11-12)

Literary
Analytical
Skills

Writing
Techniques

Grammar
Booster

Advanced (ages 13-14)

Fairy Reality

Fables

Heroes

Re-interpret the classics with a plot twist on
selected classics such as Goldilocks on CCTV
as well as The Sleeper and The Spindle.
Compose a poem to retell the story from
a different perspective and create an
argumentative defense for mis-understood
villains like the big bad wolf.

With an anthology of fables from Europe to
Africa, let us distill wisdom from the animals
of the wild to write your own narrative as
an allegory for mankind. Then we explore
the modern interaction between human
and wildlife to write your own sensational
newspaper tales.

Explore tales of inspiration from an
Anthology of Heroic Epics and selected
Memoirs. Appreciate the lessons and
the language that the words bring to lift.
Employ these skills to write a narrative for a
historical figure and a memoir for a person
of exemplar personal virtues

Reading Foundation (ages 7-8)

Writing Foundation (ages 7-8)

Space & Beyond

Space & Beyond

Daydream on an epic Out-of-This-World Moon Pie Adventure with
introduction to literary techniques to describe the senses. Make your
summer journey amongst the stars and take off with your English
reading!

As your imagination soars, let’s write a menu for the Restaurant at the
End of The Universe or the Café at Twenty Thousand Leagues Under
The Sea! Play around with expository and descriptive writing to bring
out the history and colors of fantasy cuisines.

SPEAK
Critical
Thinking

Our Public Speaking and Debate programs focus on communication skills and advocacy
techniques to empower students to articulate themselves with confidence. Our programs are
led by the Debate Coach & Selector of the Hong Kong Debate Team, Sandeep Chulani, and
the Former Captain of the HKU Debate Team and first Worlds (WUDC) final rounds debater
from Hong Kong, Albert Ma. Both have had strong track record in coaching students for
international competitions, including World Schools and BPDC.

Political
Science

Global
Issues

Ethics

Speech
Writing

Public Speaking Junior (ages 9-10)

Public Speaking Intermediate (ages 11-12)

From holiday celebrations to harrowing rainstorms, prepare
and produce a news broadcast, then follow by a live interview
to explore the lives of famous people. Then learn the skills to
narrate documentaries to inform and move people.

Learn to speak with distinction and prepare speeches to rouse
spirits and awareness on important social issues. Carry that
conviction to formulate proposal presentations to improve
the circumstances. Create consensus with discussions and
debates to find the best solution.

DEBATE

CONGRATULATIONS!

Debate Level 1 (ages 11-12)
This entry level debate class introduces the world of debate
to budding speakers through interactive group work and
constant feedback from coaches. A combination of spoken
and written practices will ignite your child’s ability to think
critically about what matters.

Debate Level 2 (ages 13-14)
Formal debate skills are honed to shape orators at this stage.
Through peer brainstorming and technical exercises, our
coaches will guide students through frameworks of analysis
that enable them to delve into local and global issues which
otherwise may seem abstract and disconnected.

Debate Level 3 (ages 15-16)
Four competing teams in a round, live-fire interjection during
a speech or sharp questions from the floor. Aspiring debaters
joining this course will be trained through a series of
tournament level debate motions to develop the competence
to analyse, compose and deliver full speeches at the standard
of regional tournaments.

ARCH debate students achieved
great results at Shanghai Schools Open!
The Shanghai Schools Open was held from 30th November to 1st
December, 2019. Comprising of 5 preliminary rounds, the motions
debated ranged from parenting & education to crime in society. At the
end of the preliminary rounds, Davis (left) and Ambrose (right) ranked
2nd overall and “broke” into the finals series as the TOP Hong Kong
Team. After two more intense debates, they ended their journey at the
semi-finals. This was not the end of the road as they won joint-best U16
speakers as well as joint 2nd-best speakers overall, making them the best
team representing Hong Kong! Comprising of over 130 participants from
China, South Korea, Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Australia and the USA,
the competition was a great experience for our students and we look
forward to more achievements from them!

“I would definitely recommend this competition to my schoolmates
because I think it’s an experience that was very beneficial to me and I
want them to have similar experience when practicing law.”
- R.M.

ACADEMIC TUTORING
After months of schools being closed, it’s time to take charge and prepare for your exam year! Sign up for our
Summer Intensive to review and learn ahead for upcoming challenges in (I)GCSE and the IB final year. Guided by
our specialists using our bespoke method of instruction and assessment, our courses and private tuitions will lead you
to success!

IBDP/(I)GCSE Intensive Course

(AGES 16-18)

This intensive course reviews the key content of year 1 IBDP/ IGCSE as well
as springboard into year 2 materials. The aim is to prepare students as they
return to school for mocks and assignments. The course will provide:
•

Elective Modules

•

Pastpaper Practice

•

Guided Homework

English

Mathematics

Physics

Chemistry

Biology

Economics

IBMYP | IBDP | (I)GCSE | GCEAL | IAL | AP
•

Group and 1-on-1 classes taught by official examiners and experienced instructors

•

Tailor-made lessons to adopt to different teaching/testing styles and boost mock
exams

•

Comprehensive exercises and tests to consolidate knowledge

•

Subjects include Chinese, English Language, English Literature, Economics,

•

Additional focus on IB Extended Essay (EE), Theory of Knowledge (TOK) & Internal

History, Mathematics, Biology, Chemistry, Physics and more
Assessment (IA)

IB EE/TOK INTRODUCTION COURSE
•

Introduction to rubric and assessment marking criterion

•

Contextualise EE/TOK requirements within the IB
curriculum framework

•

Learn how to best format EE/TOK assessments

•

Review potential difficulties to performing well

IB IA INDIVIDUAL PACKAGE
•

Guidance on topic selection, research skills and
content refinement

•

Package includes 3 hours of contact time and 2
reviews of drafts

“I would like to thank my teacher for helping me on my Extended Essay on Mathematics over the past year. With his help and guidance,
I received an A with a score of 29/34. Thank you for improving my writing to this amazing standard!” - C.C.

FEATURED PROGRAMS
UK boarding school prep

US boarding school prep

UKiset pre-test|11+|13+|16+ (ages 8-16)

Boarding School Boost Program (ages 10-14)

◆
◆
◆

All UK boarding school entrance test formats
(computerized and school-specific papers)
Courses include: Verbal Reasoning, Non-Verbal
Reasoning, English, Maths, Science and other subjects
Interview prep / Critical thinking: Skills enrichment to
prepare for admissions interviews

Suitable for students admitted to a US Boarding School
who need help preparing for the transition to the US curriculum
Tailor-made and flexible: 1-on-1 lessons with our
experienced tutors
Courses include: Vocabulary, English Literature,
Mathematics, Sciences, Humanities and other subjects

◆
◆
◆

UK TEST PREP

US TEST PREP

University Aptitude Test Preparation (ages 16-18)

SSAT (ages 12-14)

Skill-based courses and 1-on-1 classes to cover:
BMAT | ELAT | HAT | LNAT | PAT | STEP | TSA | UKCAT
and the new Cambridge admissions tests.
◆ All the courses are designed by Oxbridge graduates

◆

25 hours of instruction + 2 full-length mock tests

SAT & ACT (ages 15-17)
◆

30 hours of instruction + 2 full-length mock tests

ADMISSIONS GUIDANCE - UK | US | HK
To provide our students with comprehensive support, our global team of 120+ professional counselors and
discipline specific tutors guide students for admissions into Oxbridge, Ivy League and other top universities and
boarding schools in the UK, US and HK.

Academic
Planning

Extracurricular
Activities Guidance

Test Preparation

University Selection

Personal Statement
Guidance

Recommendation
Guidance

Interview
Preparation

Supplementary
Essays & Statements

Application
Strategy

Ongoing Guidance

700+

176

91%

London University Offers
Oxford & Cambridge
Acceptance to Ivy League/
(LSE, UCL, KCL & Imperial)# Offers (across 15+ subjects)#
Top 50 US Universities#

100%
Top UK & US
Boarding School Offers#
Results from 2013-2019

#

FIND YOUR DIRECTION WITH ARCH
CONTACT US
3568-0406
info@arch-education.com
www.arch-education.com
2/F & 4/F Wilson House, 19-27 Wyndham Street, Central, Hong Kong
ARCH Education

